
October 22nd, 2018 Latin Club Meeting Minutes 
 
4:20-4:27: people start to come in to the Latin room 
 
4:27: Jude calls the meeting to order and shows us the agenda quickly 
 
4:27-4:30: Officer reports: Jude and George worked on the agenda, Nicole looked over the 
constitution, I looked over the membership for duplicates (currently at 170), Maxton has been 
working on the t-shirt contest and money, aediles have started to plan the party, Felix has been 
posting announcements through slack and email, historia has been working on scrapbook to 
mirror t-shirt, webmaster has been working on backup weebly page 
 
4:30-4:33: aediles talk about party: November 6th at 4:30-6:00 in either chap room or chap court 
(probably chap court), party theme will be harvest-based, they will have a scavenger hunt, 
capture the flag with wheat, crafting area to make fake olive branches and harvest theme plants, 
table for food, officers to bring the different foods (potluck probably). Entrance fee: tbd 
 
4:34: Jude talks about the relay for life event, possibly having a Latin Club team to accumulate 
money for cancer research and treatment: me and Carter want to be captain. This is happening 
far in the future but he just wanted to bring it up 
 
4:35-4:36: Magister talks about NCEE (national classical etymology exam): exam on derivatives 
that’s coming up soon. Four dollars per person, paid for by the students 
 
4:36-4:37: Ethan moves to vote about NCEE, Abhinav seconds the motion and it goes to vote: 
NCEE passes and tribunes / nuntius are going to get the word out to the classes 
 
4:38-4:40: Jude asks aediles if they have ideas about service projects. Nicole has an idea: we 
wrap presents for people in need. Magister said that we did this in the past, but only a few 
people came, and the family was mean to them 
 
4:40: Jude asks if there are any more ideas, none at the moment so keep thinking about that 
 
4:41: we move on to t-shirt ideas on 
 
4:42-4:44: Maxton pulls up t-shirt ideas, 10 of them: #1: per angusta, #2: magister design, #3: 
semper ubi design, #4: trojan hat idea, #5: eagle idea, #6: stultior one, #7: dragon one, #8: 
swords one, #9: torch one, #10: 3D one 
 
4:45-4:48: on to the voting for each design: 1: 3 votes, 2: 3 votes, 3: 3 votes, 4: 17 votes, 5: 13 
votes, 6: 0, 7: 18 votes, 8: 8 votes, 9: 16 votes, 10: 17 votes 
 
4:48: the top five designs: 4, 5, 7, 9, and 10.  

 



 
4:49-5:00: voting begins for these candidates: 4: the back is the favorite part. Change the 
design placement, Felix says we should tend towards the designs that are original or 
hand-drawn. 5: the patch is REALLY nice, the back is good too but not the best of the five. 7: 
very cool, but doesn’t quite relate to Latin. Change the quote possibly. 9: patch might be 
redundant with the back, and torch might be a little generic to other shirts. But cool font though. 
10: cool design, but don’t know how it could fit on a shirt. Liam suggests that it could be 
small-ified to fit into another part of the shirt. Tian also suggests we could talk to the original 
design, or combine designs.  
 
5:00: I move to adjourn the meeting, but nobody seconded it :( 
 
5:01: Jude asks if we want to truncate the meeting, so we move on to more voting 
 
5:02-5:06: final tallies: 
 

4: front: 0 
5: front: 13 
7: front: 2 
9: front: 4 
10: front: 0 
 
4: back: 0 
5: back: 1 
7: back: 0 
9: back: 5 
10: back: 17, but we will talk with artist to modify it 

 
5:07: Nathaniel votes to have dragon instead of eagle on back, no one seconds the motion :( 
 
5:08: Abhinav moves to vote whether to include the patch, Nathaniel seconds and the vote 
begins: vote says the shirt WILL have a patch 
 
5:09: Maxton asks whether we want to have a woman’s cut for the t-shirt as an option, which will 
increase the price by a dollar or two 
 
5:10: Karina moves to open the floor to vote on woman t-shirts, Thomas seconds the motion 
and the vote passes 
 
5:11: Thomas moves to open the floor to a vote on patch, Abhinav seconds the motion and the 
vote starts: DESIGN 5 BECOMES PATCH 
 

 



5:12: Carter moves to open a vote on the column design, Nathaniel seconds the motion and the 
vote begins: DESIGN 10 BECOMES BACK (but might be modified / combined with another 
design slightly) 
 
5:14: Abhinav mentions that constitution needs to be changed next meeting 
 
5:14: Jude wants to schedule meeting a week from today. 
 
5:15: Liam moves to adjourn the meeting, Vikram seconds the motion and the meeting is 
adjourned 

 


